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	**CFA on a 2 hour delay**

CFA will operate on a 2 hour delay on 2/13/24 due to the expected inclement weather

CAPS Training Program opportunity

Current and former clients/families interested in learning more about the CAPS program training opportunities can click on the link below for additional information.  




https://www.phillyautismproject.org/peer
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CFA is an Eagles Autism Foundation Grant recipient

CFA is pleased to announce that we are a recipient of the Eagles Autism Foundation grant. This grant allows us to enhance our gross motor facilities for our clients. We are very grateful of the partnership and wanted to thank the Eagles Autism Foundation.
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The Center for Autism is hosting a free training for professionals in Applied Behavioral Analysis.

The Center for Autism, a PHMC subsidiary, is hosting a free training for behavioral consultants administered by the A.J. Drexel Autism Institute. Attendees can earn [3] LCSW/LPC/LMFT CEUs.




This training, taking place at 4601 Market Street from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. on Monday, February 12, will most directly benefit behavioral consultants in Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA). Attendees who would like [3] LCSW/LPC/LMFT CEUs will be charged a $35 processing fee. 
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Naturalistic approaches to behavioral intervention for autism are designed to address the learning needs of young children on the autism spectrum by embedding learning opportunities in everyday routines and real-life contexts.




Attendees will hear from two experts at the A.J. Drexel Autism Institute – Giacomo Vivanti, PhD, Associate Professor, and Mackenzie Schuler, Senior Behavior Therapist Team Lead – about practices and research on naturalistic ABA approaches across a variety of targets and outcomes, with a focus on supporting skill acquisition and functional analysis.




Learn more about this in-person training and register here: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/free-training-behavioral-interventions-using-a-naturalistic-approach-registration-796837521477

The 988 Suicide and Crisis Lifeline provides localized mental health support to Philadelphians

The 988 Suicide and Crisis Lifeline, formerly known as the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline, provides free and confidential emotional support to people in suicidal crisis or emotional distress. The Lifeline is comprised of a national network of more than 200 local crisis centers, combining custom local care and resources with national standards and best practices.




The Lifeline is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, across the United States. It provides support in both English and Spanish. The average speed for a call to be answered is approximately 45 seconds, providing those in need with quick access to support. 




With the CDC reporting notable increases in suicide rates in the US in 2021 and 2022, resources like the 988 Lifeline are a critical source of support for those experiencing suicidality and other crises.




According to a report published by KFF News, since the launch of the Lifeline in July 2022 through May 2023, 988 has received almost 5 million contacts. Of these, nearly 1 million were from the Veteran’s Crisis Line – a part of 988 – with the rest consisting of 2.6 million calls, more than 740,000 chats, and 600,000 texts.




Visit 988lifeline.org to learn more.




For additional mental health resources, view PHMC’s mental health programs.

Artificial Intelligence Is Revolutionizing Sales Coaching

Applications of Artificial Intelligence in Sales: Revolutionizing Customer Engagement and Boosting Sales Performance
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So, whether you’re a seasoned professional or just starting in the field of sales, there’s never been a better time to explore AI. Agile Leaders Training Center and their online platform Agile4Training are excellent starting points to understand how AI can transform your sales strategy and the overall customer experience. Dive into the world of AI and sales, and take your business to new heights. Conversational AI programs can validate prospects, answer their questions, suggest products, provide updates, and walk new clients through onboarding. They free up sales reps’ and account managers’ time, can work with multiple clients at once, and they’re available to clients around the clock — long after your reps have logged off for the day. Artificial intelligence (AI) is a type of technology that includes processes like machine learning, natural language processing, and deep learning.
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Find out how Carvel Ice Cream uses the feature to improve their response time on Twitter. So, let’s dive into the nuts and bolts of how AI is benefiting marketers and how you can use it to your full advantage. Conversational AI replaces humans in live conversations with clients, generally as chatbots. Customers expect personalized content to a greater extent as they progress through the purchase journey.



Hoppy Copy is designed to empower marketers and creators to craft high-converting email campaigns and an array of other content pieces. Its mission is to accelerate the content generation process for diverse marketing endeavors, including campaigns, drips, newsletters, and more. With a set of versatile features, it confronts the challenges faced by email marketers head-on and offers innovative solutions for highly effective communication. As AI handles more automated tasks, the enduring human touch remains essential for sales mastery.



Real-Time Data Analysis



Humans have the ability to evaluate if the recommendations that are being activated are actually working to help businesses. AI algorithms can analyze customer data, such as purchase history and behavior patterns, to understand their preferences and needs. This allows businesses to proactively tailor their products and services to align with those preferences, ensuring they always offer what customers want. AI transforms lead generation by identifying potential leads with higher precision.



By leveraging AI-powered tools, you can drive better results and stay ahead in the competitive sales landscape. AI-driven tools can also create personalized quizzes and assessments that test your sales reps’ understanding of the training material. This allows you to gauge the effectiveness of your training programs and make any necessary adjustments to help your team reach its full potential. In the financial sector, AI has proven invaluable in detecting fraudulent activities and managing risks effectively. AI-powered systems can analyze vast amounts of transaction data, identifying suspicious patterns and anomalies that human analysts might overlook.



If you want to reap the above-mentioned rewards, now would be a great time to start thinking about AI software development for your firm. Otherwise, you risk falling behind and having to play catch-up with competitors who have long embraced this innovative technology. As a founder, you should be aware that the future of AI in B2B sales is expected to bring about integrated sales software, chatbot assistance, and autonomous prospect outreach. Discover how AI can supercharge your B2B sales efforts with guidance from Darren, the scaling expert at Rampd.



He has also led commercial growth of deep tech company Hypatos that reached a 7 digit annual recurring revenue and a 9 digit valuation from 0 within 2 years. Cem’s work in Hypatos was covered by leading technology publications like TechCrunch and Business Insider. He graduated from Bogazici University as a computer engineer and holds an MBA from Columbia Business School. While AI may automate certain tasks, it is more likely to augment salespeople rather than replace them. Sales managers can leverage AI tools and insights to enhance their performance, focus on higher-value activities, and make data-driven decisions.



Conversational AI key to South American cosmetics giant Belcorp’s sales strategy – diginomica

Conversational AI key to South American cosmetics giant Belcorp’s sales strategy.

Posted: Mon, 04 Mar 2024 09:19:15 GMT [source]




The entire artificial intelligence market is changing so rapidly, that what seemed impossible as little as a year ago, today becomes standard. The next stage which we plan to implement is the full transcription of conversations and creating summaries. We want to relieve our users from one of the most loathed and time-consuming activities artificial intelligence in sales in sales and customer service. Last but not least,  Drift will notify your sales reps the moment your potential customers land on your website, empowering them to initiate real-time conversations with them. Apollo is a sales intelligence platform with a massive database of over 60 million companies and 260 million contacts.



GET A COPY OF THE RAMPD SALES PLAYBOOK



The last benefit of AI in sales that we’ll cover is that it increases accuracy with sales planning. One of the most important aspects of sales is forecasting –– you want your forecasting to be as accurate as possible to set your sales team up for success. Some of these daily tasks bog your team down because they’re time-consuming and tedious. Julien Gadea specializes in AI prospecting solutions for business growth. Empowering businesses to connect with their audience with SalesMind AI tools. While AI offers benefits in the B2B sales arena, it also brings its own set of challenges and limitations.



Quantified also scores rep skills, such as visual and vocal delivery, enabling coaching and improvement even when a human trainer is unavailable. Company A uses conversation AI to monitor sales calls between customers and sales reps, programming the system to recognize Company B’s name and information. On the sales side, AI is all about speeding up the sales cycle and sales tracking and making room for more productive interactions. Contrary to what some people think, Artificial Intelligence isn’t replacing human salespeople anytime soon. Many sales processes still require a human element to seal the deal—and that human element will perform much better when it’s freed from the repetitive administrative tasks that AI can take on.


	AI-powered predictive analytics allows businesses to analyze historical customer data, identify trends, and make accurate predictions about future behavior.
	As you can see, artificial intelligence is not just another stale programmers’ offspring.
	In order to get started with AI marketing, digital marketers typically need to have a vast amount of data at their disposal.
	Artificial intelligence, AI is a tech concept lying in the foundation of any intelligent piece of hardware and software.



Most digital marketers find their AI marketing tools are especially effective when integrated with their existing marketing strategy rather than used as a stand-alone tactic. AI marketing tools create opportunities to optimize steps in a marketing strategy that might currently be labor-intensive, such as data analysis, or have a risk of inaccuracy, such as attribution. Many marketing teams lack employees with the necessary data science and AI expertise, making it difficult to work with vast amounts of data and deliver insights.



As a result, their chance of success goes up with each deal, giving you better revenue acceleration potential. Another key use case for AI marketing tools is to increase efficiency across various processes. AI can help to automate tactical processes such as the sorting of marketing data, answering common customer questions, and conducting security authorizations. This allows marketing teams more time to work on strategic and analytical work.



Performance Improvement



For example, speed, and productivity goals will require different functionality than tools used to improve overall customer satisfaction with AI. Artificial Intelligence is not just the latest buzzword in the world of technology; it’s a transformative force that’s reshaping sales development in 2023. Keep reading as we cover the significant impact of AI on sales development and the growth of AI from rigid rule-based systems to more adaptable machine learning. Let’s also emphasize that AI is not merely a term for technical lingo but a practical piece of software, carefully designed for specific use cases, to analyze data and achieve desired business outcomes. AI can provide predictive analytics that forecast future sales performance based on historical data and trends.
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You can foun additiona information about ai customer service and artificial intelligence and NLP. When social marketing is powered by AI, it increases your efficiency by taking social listening to a whole new level. Enhance your sales prospecting efforts by leveraging AI-powered tools for lead scoring. Sales teams using AI in B2B sales face a range of challenges that can impact their adoption and successful implementation of artificial intelligence technology.



AI in Sales: How Artificial Intelligence Can Help You Close More Deals



Machine learning algorithms analyze sales and customer data to offer personalized recommendations and promotions. NLP helps businesses understand customer sentiment and improve their products and messaging. In conclusion, the benefits of AI for sales are numerous and significant. From improved lead generation and customer engagement to enhanced sales forecasting and process automation, AI can revolutionize how businesses approach sales.



There are certain challenges and limitations to keep in mind, including the following. AI, and automation in general, reduces the amount of repetitive, non-selling tasks your team needs to do manually. This enables your team to focus on work that makes the best use of their skills and has the biggest impact, increasing productivity and job satisfaction. Some sales AI tools offer the ability to determine ideal pricing for a given customer. It does this using information gathered from past purchases and applies these to an algorithm to calculate and recommend the best pricing. Basic chatbots provide certain pre-programmed responses, while more advanced ones use AI to understand user input, generate responses, and improve responses over time.



You can use these insights to continually improve your sales processes and techniques. All these AI use cases translate to improved sales team enablement, providing them with the resources they need to enhance performance. From lead generation to segmentation, lead scoring and analytics, AI empowers your team, giving them insight that helps them to close deals, upsell, cross-sell, and more. Chatbots provide instant responses to leads and customers, helping to qualify leads and move them through the sales process. These tools can answer customer questions, gather lead and customer data, and recommend products.



Content Assistant, powered by OpenAI’s GPT 3.5 model, is a suite of free, AI-powered features that help people across different departments ideate, create, and share top-notch content in a flash. Sales teams can use it to create collateral, craft messages, fix grammatical errors, and repurpose content, among other things. That said, let’s go through our hand-picked list of AI sales tools to help you make the right pick. This includes high-value leads who are most likely to convert, and it also covers existing customers who can be sold on new or higher-cost features.
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Sales reps can then adjust prices accordingly to attract customers while maintaining profitability. By automating routine tasks, businesses can ensure that nothing falls through the cracks. Claim your free eBook packed with proven strategies to boost your marketing efforts.



How to use AI for sales: 10 use cases with examples



They’re also extremely prone to error—especially when conducted by tired sales reps at the end of a long day. Certain AI tools can automate the data entry process, improving data accuracy. Company decision-making will become much easier for your leadership team when they can trust the numbers. The average sales rep spends only 28 percent of their workweek selling.



The scores are aggregated to provide an overall sentiment of the brand in terms of customer experience. This eventually gives you an idea of  how well your business is performing. Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is a crucial aspect of any successful sales strategy.



Dealcode determines individual factors that contribute to the success or failure of a sales team. In addition, to saving cost-intensive resources for complex data analyses. By implementing lead scoring through machine learning, businesses can optimize their sales process and achieve greater revenue by focusing on the most promising leads. This practical and valuable tool allows sales teams to work more efficiently and effectively, leading to higher conversion rates and improved bottom lines.



SPA contributes to enhanced speed and accuracy of sales processes by streamlining workflows and reducing errors. AI marketing insights are empowering businesses to build a foundation for growth and future success by exploring new marketing, product and customer engagement opportunities. AI technologies like sentiment analysis, NLP, virtual agents and others are determining how efficiently you reach business goals, from revenue optimization to navigating unpredictable market scenarios.



AI is a recommendation tool, but marketers have the expertise to know which recommendations are practical for their business. One thing to keep in mind when selecting a tool is the level of visibility you will need regarding why an AI marketing platform made a certain decision. Depending on the algorithm in use, digital marketing teams may get a clear report on why a certain decision was made and which data influenced the decision. In contrast, algorithms working on a more advanced level with deep learning may not be able to give definitive reasoning. Selecting the right platform or platforms is a crucial step in getting an AI marketing program off the ground. Marketers should be discerning in identifying the gaps the platform is trying to fill and select solutions based on capabilities.



With hundreds of AI sales tools in the market, picking the right ones for your tech stack can be confusing and daunting. If you believe you can benefit from AI in your business, you can view our data-driven lists of Data Science / ML / AI Platform, and AI Consultant. Also, don’t forget to check out our sortable/filterable list of sales intelligence software vendors. Now that you know about AI applications in sales, you can read more about these applications in our section on AI in sales. And you can discover all of the latest AI-powered sales assistant software on the market and see how you can bring artificial intelligence into your work environment to make it more efficient and innovative.



Drift offers hyper-intelligent conversational AI chatbots that are of huge benefit to salespeople. Using Drift’s AI, you can automatically converse with, learn from, and qualify incoming leads. That’s because Drift’s chatbots engage with leads 24/7 and score them based on their quality, so no good lead falls through the cracks because you lack a human rep manning chat. Using its powers of data analysis at scale, AI can find patterns in lead data that allow it to identify new leads that are in-market, based on the criteria that matters to your business. This improvement comes from a machine assessing its own performance and new data. And newer types of AI, like generative AI, can go one step further and generate all sorts of increasingly good outputs that can aid salespeople.



The insights generated by these platforms are used to create predictive models and generate actionable recommendations for sales reps. Most sales technology today is powered by machine learning algorithms, which enable the software to learn from sales data and make more accurate predictions. Generative AI can also provide real-time feedback on your sales reps’ communication skills during roleplay sessions. This can help them fine-tune their approach, resulting in more effective sales calls and, ultimately, higher close rates. Once you’ve identified the areas where your sales reps need improvement, generative AI can provide insights into the best ways to tackle these issues. By generating personalized coaching plans, AI can empower you to provide tailored guidance that truly resonates with each member of your team.



From historical data used to run predictive analytics, to real-time data used to determine how close to your team’s quota is, you need access to numbers. Moreover, implementing tokenization best practices is crucial to safeguarding sensitive information within historical and real-time data, mitigating the risk of unauthorized access and data breaches. Certain AI sales tools will score your leads for you and/or the sales professionals you manage. The future will likely hold many other applications for sales AI, and the landscape is moving fast — making it even more crucial for your organization to take advantage of this technology quickly. Let’s explore some concrete benefits that AI in sales offers businesses.
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Once leads have been identified, the next step is nurturing them towards a purchase decision. AI enables personalized lead nurturing at scale, delivering tailored content and experiences based on individual preferences and behavior. Agile Leaders Training Center has also incorporated AI into their training programs.
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Any discussion of AI is bound to elicit anxieties of job loss and redundancy. Even if such concerns are minor, sales teams may be hesitant to alter their processes radically. A salesperson with a large pipeline of qualified potential clients must make daily, if not hourly, decisions about how to spend their time closing deals to meet their monthly or quarterly quota. This decision-making process is frequently dependent on gut instinct and insufficient data. Highly streamlined sales processes powered by AI and machine learning aren’t just a pipe dream; they’re already a reality. AI algorithms get used to generate sales leads and identify which of your current customers are more likely to want a better version of what they already have or a completely new product offering.



By incorporating AI into your sales cycle, you can optimize your sales process and improve the overall performance of your sales team. Chatbot assistance will enhance customer interactions and personalize the prospecting experience. Autonomous prospect outreach will allow AI to independently reach out to potential customers, saving time and increasing efficiency. While AI may be new to the sales space, it’s quickly transforming what teams today are capable of. AI may not be able to convert a prospect on an hour-long call just yet — but it can take other tasks off your sales reps’ plates, so that they can focus on what they do best. If the myriad use cases for AI in sales sound overwhelming, don’t worry.


	They can also collect and analyze data about how customers use and feel about the product, which sales and marketing teams use to improve their efforts.
	According to McKinsey, 63% of organizations that have already adopted AI report an uptick in revenue.
	Then there’s additional analyzing, action ideas, real action, and results analysis.
	AI provides founders with the opportunity to make better-informed decisions by utilizing the power of data analysis.
	Because sales is such a human-focused field, AI isn’t going to replace salespeople, at least not any time soon.



Moreover, the extinction of a number of professions can lead to some new Artificial intelligence jobs, which will be closely interconnected with the implementation and use of AI-based solutions. Despite the technical complexity of neural networks, AI-based solutions are pretty simple to develop. All due to the availability of profiled frameworks, such as TensorFlow, Microsoft Azure ML, KAI, Google Cloud Prediction API, and others. Programmers have to only build business logics of the future product while neural connections are built up by default. As the niche grows, more and more advanced AI-based solutions appear on the market.



With the rise of prominent programs like ChatGPT, artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming increasingly integral in the digital landscape. If you want to improve your sales process, consider investing in sales AI. ServiceMax is a company specializing in field technology for infrastructure producers. Partnering with DemandBase, they implemented AI-powered content recommendations using Reinforcement Learning. This approach enabled the website to understand and predict visitor intentions.



Artificial Intelligence Is Revolutionizing Sales Coaching – Forbes

Artificial Intelligence Is Revolutionizing Sales Coaching.

Posted: Mon, 04 Dec 2023 08:00:00 GMT [source]




Digital marketers are using AI marketing to mitigate this challenge through programmatic advertising. Consumers and regulating bodies are cracking down on how organizations use their data. Unless your AI marketing tools are specifically programmed to observe specific legal guidelines, they may overstep what is considered acceptable in terms of using consumer data for marketing personalization. Any solution that automates a certain set of tasks can save your employees’ time. Such software is usually, assigned with the responsibility for quite routine and uninteresting tasks that were previously handled by the inside sales team.



Forrester also predicts that the market for AI-powered platforms will grow to $37 billion by 2025. Sales role-play and coaching drives better sales rep performance, but few sales leaders have the time to properly train and coach across a large team. 6sense is an AI-powered sales platform that sales leaders can use to actually predict and identify accounts that are in-market. 6sense will also prioritize which ones matter most, based on their propensity to buy. 6sense’s AI can even uncover third-party buying signals to predict when you should engage with these prospects. Using its powers of prediction, AI can make increasingly accurate estimates of how likely it is that leads in your database close.



AI isn’t about creating a troop of robotic salespeople who rely solely on AI to do their jobs. It’s about equipping your team with superpowers to close deals faster, understand customers better, and respond quicker. If you’re a salesperson or a leader looking to improve your sales process with the help of AI, this list is for you. It’s a challenge to get the attention of prospective buyers, retain it, and nurture relationships. In an ecosystem rife with generic and irrelevant content, digital-first buyers rely upon personalized content experiences to inform their buying decisions. Here at AI bees, we will ensure that your sales processes are more efficient, collaborative, and streamlined; as a result, making your salespeople your most competitive edge.

Celebrate Autism Acceptance Month with CFA

April is Autism Acceptance Month, and the Center for Autism is pleased to host several inclusive experiences in safe spaces for families in our programs. Learn about this month’s events below, and we hope you’ll join us!









Free Haircuts courtesy of Ausome Cutz, a sensory friendly barber shop




2801 Grant Ave: Monday, April 17th from 2-7 p.m.
4601 Market Street: Wednesday April 26th from 2-7 p.m.




Our friends at Ausome Cutz will stop by both our locations, giving free haircuts for children in CFA programs. They’ll also take photos of kids’ fresh new looks! Ronald and Monique’s inclusive mobile barber shop specifically serves the Autistic community. Understanding that sometimes a haircut isn’t just a haircut, Ausome Cutz creates a sensory-friendly, enjoyable, and safe environment for kids and their families.




Follow Ausome Cutz on instagram at @ausomecutz and Facebook at @AusomeCutz.




Philly Children’s Theatre presents … Season’s Magical Adventures: a sensory play!




Friday, April 21st at 3:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 22nd at 9 a.m. and 12 p.m.
At the Center for Autism, 4601 Market Street




We’re happy to welcome Philly Children’s Theatre to CFA! Season’s Magical Adventures, a sensory play created for and with young people with disabilities. This event is a fun opportunity to experience new arts and culture in a familiar environment.




Philly Children’s Theatre is a touring theatre for young audiences, offering free, live, family-friendly performances for children ages 18 months to 12 years. Learn more: phillychildrenstheatre.org.




Living with Autism: Young Adult Autism Panel




Tuesday, April 25th from 5:30 – 7 p.m. on Zoom




Together with fellow PHMC subsidiary Turning Points for Children, CFA and Strengthening Families presents “Living with Autism,” a panel discussion comprised of young adults from our CFA programs, with questions coming from topics that have come up in their sessions.




Register to view this virtual panel discussion on Zoom: https://phmc-org.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJMvfuyprD0uH9ZTN_CBX-w1h_tvyg1-gQkf




For questions, contact Shawn Woods at SWoods@phmc.org or Danyielle Lambert at 215.341.6998.

Better Outcomes for the Holidays

Donate Toys to Children with ASD this Holiday Season




The Center for Autism’s 2022 Holiday Giving Program
We invite you to make this holiday season special for the children and families we serve by helping us give a gift to the children in our programs. In addition to caring for a child with autism, over 70% of the families we serve live in poverty. We hope that you, your co-workers, family, and friends will participate!




Amazon or Monetary Donations




The Social Competency team has curated a list of toys we know our kids will absolutely love! If you are interested in donating a toy, please visit the following website to see our Amazon Wish List:




https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/NE13L4YLS38U?ref_=wl_fv_le




Items will be sent directly to the Center. If you would like to make a monetary donation, please contact Morgan Segal at 215-695-4311 or msegal@cfa.phmc.org. We request that donations are received no later than Thursday, December 15, 2022.




[image: ]A girl with blue-purple pigtails in a light green top holds a heart with puzzle pieces in her hands as a sign of solidarity with people suffering from autism spectrum disorder. World Autism day



Host a Toy Drive / Donate Toys
Each holiday season, the Center gives each child in our programs a present. Each toy is hand selected for that child, wrapped and given to them when Santa comes to visit. For many, this may be one of very few gifts that they receive. As we have over 400 children in our programs, your support in donating a toy or hosting a toy drive is extremely appreciated. If you would like to host a drive, we can provide you with materials to help in your collection efforts. We kindly request that your toy donations meet the criteria outlined as follows:




– New & unwrapped toys, games, books & activities
– Boys & girls
– Ages 2 through 16 years old
– Due to allergies, no stuffed animals please

Make a Monetary Donation
Restricted donations designated to the Holiday Giving Program will help us purchase additional toys so that all of the children will receive a gift. Checks can be made payable to The Center for Autism re: Holiday Giving Program and mailed to The Center for Autism, 4601 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA, 19139. We also accept credit card donations over the phone by calling 215-878-3400 or online at www.thecenterforautism.org/donate.



Be a Part of our Amazing Team

You can make a difference in the lives of individuals with Autism and their families and grow as a part of our family!

The Center for Autism is the country’s oldest Autism-specific treatment provider, and we are committed to providing the highest quality services to individuals of all ages.  Our programs utilize evidence-based, relationally focused, individualized, family-centered, naturalistic, developmentally based interventions to support meaningful and sustained growth and success for each person and family that we work with.

We offer:





	Highly competitive salaries with sign-on bonus
	Excellent, comprehensive benefit package, including:	Medical/Dental
	Life, AD&D, and Disability insurance
	Employee Assistance Program
	Retirement Benefits
	Wellness Plan
	Vacation/Sick/Personal Paid Time Off


	Continuing Education and Tuition Reimbursement Opportunities
	The opportunity to be part of a dedicated community of professionals committed to achieving our mission to improve the quality of life for individuals with Autism and their families.





We have openings for full-time positions at both locations:




Headquarters
4601 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19139




Northeast Philadelphia
2801 Grant Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19114




CORE Team Leader 




CORE Clinical Lead




BCBA Clinical Supervisor




BCBA Behavior Consultant




BCBA Lead Behavior Analysts

CFA’s New Location

CFA has moved its Headquarters!




The 3905 Ford Road location has now been moved to 4601 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA, 19139.




Effective as of 08.26.2022
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Public Health Management Corporation (PHMC), a nonprofit public health institute that creates and sustains healthier communities, acquired The Center for Autism on February 4, 2020.

The Center for Autism is an equal opportunity employer & service provider.

The organization is a licensed outpatient clinic under the Pennsylvania Department of Human Services.  Sitemap.
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